
Chapter 5

International Clearing and Settlement:
What Happens After the Trade

“Clearing and settlement” is the processing of
transactions on stock, futures, and options markets.1

It is what happens after the trade. “Clearing”
confirms the identity and quantity of the financial
instrument or contract being bought and sold, the
transaction price and date, and the identity of the
buyer and seller. It also sometimes includes the
netting of trades, or the offsetting of buy orders and
sell orders. “Settlement” is the fulfillment, by the
parties to the transaction, of the obligations of the
trade; in equities and bond trades, “settlement”
means payment to the seller and delivery of the stock
certificate or transferring its ownership to the buyer.
Settlement in futures and options takes on different
meanings according to the type of contract.

Trades are processed differently depending on the
type of financial instrument being traded, the market
or exchange on which it is traded, and the institu-
tions involved in the processing of the trade (i.e., an
exchange, a clearinghouse, a depository, or some
combination). 2 The clearing and settlement mecha-
nisms and institutions in the United States, the
United Kingdom, and Japan are described in the
appendix. The differences in countries’ clearing and
settlement are important because clearing and settle-
ment systems used for domestic trading are now
being called onto accommodate international partic-
ipants. The integrity and efficiency of a nation’s
clearing and settlement systems are important to
both its internal financial and economic stability and
its ability to compete with other nations.

Many markets have ‘clearinghouses’ that handle
both the clearing process and some of the settlement
process. This is the most common system in the
United States for exchange-traded financial prod-
ucts. Many markets, including the U.S. markets,
have “depositories,” that hold stocks and bonds for
safekeeping on behalf of their owners.

Where clearinghouses do not exist (e.g., in some
European markets), depositories may take on func-
tions of clearinghouses. Depositories may transfer
ownership of stocks and bonds by ‘‘book entry” (a
computer entry in the depository’s record books)
instead of physical delivery of certificates to the
buyer,3 which saves time and money. There are also
markets in which exchanges perform some of the
clearing and settlement functions (e.g., London’s
International Stock Exchange), and markets in
which neither clearinghouses nor depositories exist
(e.g., until very recently, foreign exchange, or
“forex,” markets).

THE GOALS OF CLEARING
AND SETTLEMENT

Differences in the clearing and settlement process
among countries are often linked to historical,
economic, and cultural factors in their laws and
customs. These differences can expose international
investors to extra risk in some instances. Perceptions
of the purposes of the clearing and settlement
process vary widely among countries. In the United
States and Canada, where public policy supports
broad public access to the markets, the reduction of
risk, through the clearinghouse as an intermediary,
is a major goal of clearing and settlement. These
policies are reflected in a hierarchy of protections for
the clearinghouse, including minimum capital re-
quirements for clearinghouse members.

In many other counties, risk reduction is imposed
before trading takes place, by controls on who is
allowed to participate, or by the participants ‘know-
ing their trading partners,’ and, in equities, by
reducing the time allowed to settle a transition. In
these markets, clearinghouse guarantee funds are

lb ~rw~ ~~ c~ptm, Om hm mli~ hmvily on a contractor report by Bankers T~t CO.! “Study of International Clearing and Sett.lemenC”
vols. I-V, Octobex 1989, to which scores of institutions and individuals around the world contributed expert papers and/or served on the Bankers Trust
advisory panel. This report is hereafter referred to as “Bankers Trust report.” OTA has also used the discussions of an expert workshop held at OTA
on Aug. 22, 1989.

% the United States, equities markets clearinghouses reduce risks by netting payments, among their other precautions to reduce cleiuinghouse  risk.
These precautions are disparate among nations. Futures markets worldwide are becoming more similar in terms of guarantees for trades.

qD~v~ve instnunents such as futures and options also change ownership or contractual rights  Vk book m~.
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generally small or nonexistent,4 and settlement is
seen merely as a delivery function, rather than as a
mechanism for risk reduction.

These different views of the purpose of clearing
and settlement have become significant as more
investors begin trading in markets other than their
domestic markets. U.S. investors, accustomed to
domestic markets where safeguards are in place,
may assume that the clearing and settlement of their
trades in a foreign market has risks comparable to
those in the United States, where there are guaran-
tees provided by clearing and settlement organiza-
tions.

The chief aims of clearing and settlement in the
United States and some other countries are effi-
ciency and safety. The faster and more accurately a
trade can be processed, the sooner the same capital
can be reinvested, and at less cost and risk to
investors. Therefore, as markets become global, one
could expect that investment capital will flow
toward markets that are most attractive on a risk-
return basis, and that also have efficient and reliable
clearing and settlement systems.

The soundness of clearing and settlement systems
in one nation can also impact other nations. The
failure of a clearing member at a foreign clearing-
house could affect a U.S. clearinghouse through the
impact on a common clearing member. To reduce
the risk of such an occurrence, different countries’
clearing and settlement systems must be coordinated
with each other, for example, by sharing risk
information and harmonizing trade settlement dates.
Both the private sector and Federal regulators have
begun to take steps in this direction. It is doubtful
that the private sector can achieve the needed
changes without national governments taking a
prominent and concerted role.

HOW CLEARING AND
SETTLEMENT WORKS

Many kinds of organizations are involved in
clearing and settlement. Their functions vary from
market to market, and not all of these organizations
exist in every country. For instance, clearinghouses

play a key role in the United States and some Asian
markets; but in many European markets, deposito-
ries are more important.

A key role of a clearinghouse is to assist in the
comparison of trades and sometimes, as in the
United States, also to remove counterpart risk from
the settlement process. Clearinghouses can provide
the buyer with a guarantee that he will receive the
securities--or other interest-he purchased, and
provide the seller with a guarantee that the payment
will be received.s

In the United States, the clearinghouse has a
number of working relationships, or interfaces, with
other institutions (figure 5-l). A trade in the United
States (as well as in Japan, Canada, and some other
countries) cannot settle through the central systems
until it has been matched, i.e., buyers’ and sellers’
records of the trade are compared and reconciled. A
clearinghouse has an interface with a market in
which trades are executed and from which the
clearinghouse receives information on the trades.6

The clearinghouse may receive previously “locked-
in’ ‘ trades (trades which have already been
matched), or it may match the trades itself.

A second interface is with its clearing members,
i.e., the member firms of an exchange or market. A
clearing member delivers trade information to the
clearinghouse and may hold positions both for itself
(proprietary positions) and on behalf of its custom-
ers. Other traders in a market, who are not clearing
members, must clear their trades through a member
of a clearinghouse for that market. A clearinghouse
controls the risks of the clearing and settlement
process through its relationships with its clearing
members. For example, it may have minimum
capital requirements for clearing members, use
margins or mark-to-market procedures, and require
that its clearing members place collateral in a
guarantee fund as protection against default by other
clearing members. In the event of the failure of a
clearing member, the clearinghouse may also have
the ability to assess all other clearing members. It
may also provide its clearing members with a
trade-matching service and notify members about
the way a trade is to be settled (the settlement date,

4B~eA ~St  s~dy, op. cit., footnote 1, P. 142.

SForty.one ~ment of the ~spondents to a Westion in an international survey conducted tis pm of the Btiers T~st s~dy s~ted tit the risk tit
a counterpart to a trade may default, i.e., not pay for or deliver securities, is one of the three most signiilcant risks in settlement domestically. Bankers
Trust study, op. cit., footnote 1, vol. 1, p. 239. Despite such fears, such defaults seldom occur.

%e clearing entity could alternatively receive information about a trade directly from two market participants.
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Figure 5-1-interfaces Among Clearing Participants

Retail Instltutional
customer customer

an accounting system for immobilized or demateri-
alized instruments, and/or as a central vault for the
physical instruments themselves, interfaces with the
banks as custodian. It may also, as custodian, have
an interface with the banks for payment.7

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1990.

and the way payment and delivery or transfer of
ownership will be accomplished).

A third interface is with clearing and credit banks.
The clearinghouse and the banks work together in
the payment and collection process, since clearing-
houses today do not have direct access to the
payment system, e.g., FedWire in the United States.
The banks also provide credit to clearing members.

In the securities markets-but not typically in
futures and options markets-there is often a fourth
interface with the depository. The depository re-
cords and arranges the legal transfer of ownership of
securities, and holds securities for safekeeping. The
clearinghouse instructs the depository on how the
transaction is to be settled. The depository may act
as an agent, on behalf of the clearinghouse, to
receive funds to settle the transaction.

In addition to the relationships between clearing-
houses, markets, depositories, and banks, these
organizations also have relationships with each
other. Clearing members of a designated market deal
with the banks to settle with the clearinghouse and
to obtain credit. There is an important relationship
between the banks and the depository. When a bank
acts in a custodial role, e.g., delivering securities and
receiving payments in behalf of its customers,
instructions on payment and title transfer are sent to
the bank by the customer. The depository, in turn, as

RISKS FROM DIFFERENCES IN
CLEARING AND SETTLEMENT

MECHANISMS
These differences-the use of guarantee funds,

the time allowed to settle a trade, etc.—in countries’
clearing and settlement systems are a major con-
straint on global trading and may impose risks on
traders and investors. Defaults in a national clearing
and settlement process can propagate through other
national systems, since multinational financial insti-
tutions may be active in several national markets.
Collapse of a major settlement system could endan-
ger financial systems in both its own and other
countries.

Even in day-to-day operations, differences in
clearing and settlement systems and in their per-
formances constrain some kinds of trading. For
example, in Japan, settlement in equities and bonds
is normally on the third day after a trade (T+3) and
in the United States it is normally on the fifth day
(T+5). An investor trading General Motors (GM)
stock on both the New York Stock Exchange
(NYSE) and the Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE)
would have trouble perfectly arbitraging his hold-
ings. If the investor were to buy GM shares on the
NYSE and simultaneously sell them on the TSE,
because the U.S. settlement period is 2 days longer,
the GM shares would be delayed by 2 business days
for the Japanese settlement. If the investor were to
buy GM stock on the TSE and sell GM stock that
same day on the NYSE, the shares could be available
for the NYSE settlement because that is 2 days later
than Tokyo’s. The Japan Securities Clearing Corp.
(JSCC)--through its link with International Securi-
ties Clearing Corp. (ISCC) in the United States—
holds the U.S. shares at The Depository Trust Co.
(DTC); therefore instead of physical movement of
certificates there simply would be a book entry
delivery at DTC. The average number of days for
settlement of various financial instruments in differ-
ent countries differs widely (figure 5-2). The number

~our depositories in the United States now have links to the Federal Reserve System. These are The Depository Trust Co., the Midwest Securities
Trust Co., the Participants Trust Co, and the Philadelphia Depository Trust Co.
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Figure 5-2-Settlement Date: T+?
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SOURCE: Bankers Trust Co., “Study of International Clearing and Settle-
ment,” OTA contractor report, October 1989,

of days for settlement varies widely among countries
in each geographical region. As a result, harmonized
clearing and settlement is needed.

Trading in European markets, unlike in the United
States, mostly does not rely only on stock ex-
changes. 8 In Japan, there is as yet no central
depository, but there is a clearing and custody
system at TSE. Many European countries have
depositories, but their functions vary from country to
country, and are often different from U.S. deposito-
ries.

There are three principal models for clearing and
settlement in the world’s major stock markets. The
first model has no centralized depository or inde-
pendent clearinghouse beyond the stock exchange.
The exchanges usually perform as many of the
clearing and settlement functions as are feasible.
These include trade matching, confirmation, and
some type of settlement facility-usually a central
location where market participants can deliver and
receive securities and payments. The equities market
in the United Kingdom is an example.

The second model of clearing and settlement is
one in which there is a central depository structure,

with trade matching and confirmation services
provided by the exchanges. Once trades have been
matched and confirmed, the trade data are sent to the
depository for settlement. There are variations on
this model with differing degrees of settlement
services provided by the depository. The depository
may offer book-entry transfer of ownership of
immobilized securities, with limited provisions for
varying payment methods. Or the depository may
provide book-entry transfer of dematerialized secu-
rities and the ability, through direct links to local
payment systems, to simultaneously and irrevocably
transfer funds for each settlement. An example is
West Germany and its Deutscher Kassenverein
(KV) depository system.9

The third model has not only a stock market and
a central depository, but also a clearinghouse that
stands between the stock market and depository to
reduce risk. The stock market, along with the
clearinghouse, provides trade matching and confir-
mation services. A trade is confirmed by the market
participants and is then passed to the clearinghouse,
which substitutes itself as the counterpart to each
trade. This gives a degree of financial assurance to
the markets since the clearinghouse will honor the
obligations of a clearing member if necessary. The
clearinghouse then passes the trade information to
the depository for delivery versus payment10 on the
settlement date. An example is the United States
equities market.

In most European equities markets,ll there are no
central clearing organizations that assume the role of
counterpart to every trade or provide other kinds of
mechanisms to ensure the financial integrity of all
market participants in the clearing and settlement
phase. Where there is no third-party guarantee
mechanism for trade settlement, market participants
are forced to choose their counterparties based on
their own credit assessment.

But when a market ceases to be a closed structure
with only a select group of participants who know

% most cases, the majority of trades are among banks, and occur off the exchange. In these off-exchange tmdes, bankers or brokers interface with
the depository, bypassing tie exchange, except possibly for reporting trades,

%ms-Joachim  Hoessrich and Heinz-Klaus Ruetzel, “Clearance and Settlement in Germany,” expert paper contributed to OTA contractor report
by Bankers Trust Co., op. cit., footnote 1.

lo~~~~vewv~s  paWent*~  (DVP) ~d “=eive Verw paym~t”  are te~ which mean that the buyer and the seller =ch sa@ their ~~ement
obligations (to pay and deliver) on the same day. A closely related term is “true DVP,” which means that the buyer and the seller simultaneously make
good on their settlement obligations. An example of true DVP would be a trade settled through a depository, in which the depository simultaneously
transferred the funds and the ownership of the traded f~cial instrument.

Ilwith the excqtion of the Paris Bourse.
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each other, the market must implement some stand-
ardized processes which can offer a guarantee of
financial integrity. When a national market encour-
ages international participation, it must try to ensure
the continuing financial integrity of the market. The
current focus in Europe on the standardization or
harmonization of clearing, settlement, and deposi-
tory systems is in preparation for the common
market in 1992. (See ch. 4.) The movement toward
increased coordination of clearing and settlement
systems is, however, worldwide, stemming from
recognition of the increasing internationalization of
securities trading.

EFFORTS TO REDUCE THE
DIFFERENCES

Improvement of clearing and settlement for global
or cross-border trading in equities is being addressed
by the Group of Thirty, an independent, non-profit
organization of businesspersons, bankers, and repre-
sentatives of financial institutions from 30 devel-
oped nations. The Group of Thirty addresses multi-
national financial and economic issues, including
Third World debt. The Group’s recommendations
for the world’s securities markets are aimed at
‘‘maxhizin g the efficiency and reducing the cost of
clearance and settlement,” and thereby reducing
risk. They set target timetables of 1990 for some
objectives and 1992 for others. In a report released
in 1989,12 the Group concluded that:

While the development of a single global clearing
facility was not practical, agreement on a set of
practices and standards that could be embraced by
each of the many markets that makeup the world’s
securities system was highly desirable, . . . and
(reached) agreement that the present standards were
not acceptable.

Their recommendations are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

By 1990, all comparisons of trades between
direct market participants (i.e., brokers, deal-
ers, and other exchange members) should be
compared within 1 day after a trade is exe-
cuted, or “T+l.” 13

Indirect market participants-institutional in-
vestors, or any trading counterparties which
are not broker/dealers-should be members of
a trade comparison system which achieves
positive affirmation of trade details.

Each country should have an effective and
fully developed central securities depository,
organized and managed to encourage the
broadest possible industry participation.14

Each country should study its market volumes
and participation to determine whether a trade
netting system would be beneficial in terms of
reducing risk and promoting efficiency.
Delivery versus payment should be the method
for settling all securities transactions.

Payments associated with the settlement of
securities transactions and the servicing of
securities portfolios should be made consistent
across all instruments and markets by adopting
the “same day” convention.15 (No date has
been set for achieving this objective.)
A “rolling settlement” system16 should be
adopted by all markets. Final settlement
should occur on T+3 by 1992. As an interim
target, final settlement should occur on T+5 by
1990 at the latest, except where it hinders the
achievement of T+3 by 1992.

Securities lending and borrowing should be
encouraged as a method of expediting the

Wroup  of Thirty, Clearance and Settlement Systems in the World’s Securities Markets (New York & bndom  -h 1989),  P. 1.
% the United statos, where there is increasing use of automated trading systems in the stock exchanges and OTC markets, @ _ for

comparison and automatic submission to the clearing system is automatically recorded, Such systems now process two-thirds of NYSE transaction
volume; a large proportion of AMEX volume; and one-third of OTC equity volume. These transactions are pre-matched  and reported directly to the
clearing sys~ and have been reported on T+l since the mid-1980s.  Both the NYSE  and AMEX have on-line trade correction facilities. The rules of
the National Securities Clearing Corp. require that all trade data not already locked in by the automated trading systems must be reported by both trading
counterparties by 2 a.m. on T+l.

1dThe pfi~p~ function  of a Cmti securities depository is to immobilize or dematerialize securities. This function permits the processing of
transactions in “book entry” form, which is the basis for achieving efficient and low risk settlement of transactions by transferring ownership from one
account to another by a simple debit or credit on the booka of the depository.

15 Some W~ts use ~~medayt~  ~ds (the PaPent k f~ on ~ sme &y), while others u “next~y” funds  for setiement. Adoption of a single
method will improve the eftlcieney of the accounting and payment systems, set the stage for subsequent full automatio~ and facilitate other
improvements such as finality of payment, irrevocability, and bank guarantees.

16~ a ro~~ setflaat ~sta, @ades ~~e on w busin~s  &ys of tie w~ which limits the number of ou~~ding  (unsettled) trades d redU@S
market exposure to risk. The goal for the long team is same-day settlement.
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9.

settlement of securities transactions.17 Exist-
ing regulatory and taxation barriers that inhibit
the practice of lending securities should be
removed in 1990.
Each country should adopt the technical stand-
ard for securities messages developed by the
International organization for Standardization
(ISO Standards 7775 and 6166).18

Table 5-1 compares nine of the Group of Thirty
recommendations with the present status of clearing
and settlement procedures in 21 countries, including
the United States. Major changes will be required by
many countries in order to meet these recommenda-
tions by 1992.19 In the United States, which is
well-positioned relative to other countries, auto-
mated systems will facilitate trade matching on the
trade date and settlement of all trades within 3 days.
But, in the United States, there are non-technological
barriers to fully achieving the accelerated trade and
settlement objectives, some of which have been
acted on recently. For example:

●

●

●

More stocks must be immobilized in book entry
form; this means that retail customers may have
to abandon their pattern of receiving certifi-
cates of ownership for their stock shares.
The pattern of mailing personal checks to pay
for stock purchases will have to change to a
more rapid payment method such as electronic
bank-to-bank transfer of guaranteed funds.
The Federal Reserve System’s Regulation T,
which addresses margin-regulations for broker/
dealers, has just been modified. Since the
maximum allowable time for clearing and
settlement of trades in the United States is
different from those of many other countries,

●

some flexibility is needed in tying the cus-
tomer’s time period for payment to the foreign
settlement date. In March 1990, Regulation T
was modified to allow the maximum time for
payment to agree with the foreign settlement
period, provided that period does not exceed
the current U.S. 35-day maximum allowable
period for settling cash (delivery against pay-
ment) transactions.20

Changes also have been made in the margining
of foreign securities in U.S. accounts- with
foreign currency-denominated cash and securi-
ties.21

Implementation plans for the Group’s recommen-
dations were initiated or considered by its members’
governments beginning in the spring of 1989. The
U.S. Working Committee of the Group of Thirty met
in May 1989 with representatives from exchanges,
the National Association of Securities Dealers
(NASD), clearing corporations, transfer and deposi-
tory firms, banks, regulators, and others, to begin
discussing the recommendations. The U.S. Advi-
sory, Steering, and Working Committees recon-
vened a meeting on March 1, 1990 to discuss
progress on the recommendations on same-day
funds and shortening the time to settlement. These
and other issues are being accommodated by the
Federal Reserve Board (FRB). David Ruder, then
SEC Chairman, noted at the 1989 meeting that the
Group’s recommendations are consistent with pub-
lished policy objectives of the Securities and Ex-
change Commission.22 He also listed other areas that
require attention, such as capital adequacy standards
for market participants, information sharing among
clearing entities, and the interaction of derivative

ITS~ties  lending ~d borm~  has become an effective tool wed by market participants to satisfy their obligations to deliver or pay a _
counterpart. In its absence, a failure to deliver can have the consequence of creating a series of additional failed transactions as one party’s failure to
receive becomes the cause of its failure to deliver on its obligations.

1s’l”he 1S0 is a worldwide standards-making body. ISO standard 7775 applies to Securities Message ~s; standard 6166 appfies to rn~tio~
Securities IdentificationNumbex.  Currently, no worldwide securities numbaing system is in use. Countries each use their own unique numbering system
for identiiicatio~ rendering them impractical for cross-border transactions.

~% OIOUP  of ~ met in ~ndon  in mi&Marck  1990, to discuss worldwide progress toward implemmting  its nine recommendations. See
aearance and Settlement Systems Status Reports: Spring 1990, Group of Thirty, New York and Umdou  which covers the progress of 17 countries.
While the obstacles facing each nation and the efforts required of each to comply with the recommen&tions  are disparate, there was general acceptance
of the recommendations.

%ee 55 Fed. Reg. 11158, Mar. 27, 1990. This 35-day period is separate from the 5-day and 3-day settlement periods discussed e~where.  It mf~
to the maximum allowable time period for settlement in the event of unavoi&ble  delay, e.g., a payment lost in the m@ and it does not apply to reasons
such as a customer being unable or unwiUing  to make payment or deliver securities.

zl~id:
22poEV s~aent of tie U.S. s~~tiw ~d fic~e Commission “Re@ation of the ~te~tio~  s~urities  ~ets,” November 1988 @

Release No. 33-6807, Nov. 14, 1988; Fed. Reg. 46963, Nov. 21, 1988.
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Table 5-l--Group of Thirty: Current Status of International Settlement Recommendations-Equities

Recommendation No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Institutional Central Rolling
Comparison Comparison Securities Securities Settlement Same-Day Securities

Country on T+1 System Depository Netting DVP on T+5 Funds ISO/lSIM Lending

Australia ... . . . . . , , . Yes
Austria . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes
Belgium . . . . . . . . . . . No
Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes
Denmark . . . . . . . . . . Yes
Finland . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes
France . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes
Germany . . . . . . . . . . Yes
Hong Kong . . . . . . . . . Yes
Italy ,...,,.., . . . . . Yes
Japan . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes
Korea . . . . . . . . . . . . . No
Netherlands . . . . . . . . Yes
Norway . . . . . . . . . . . Yes
Singapore . . . . . . . . . Yes
Spain . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes
Sweden . . . . . . . . . . . Yes
Switzerland . . . . . . . . Yes
Thailand . . . . . . . . . . . Yes
United Kingdom . . . . . Yes
United States . . . . . . . Yes

No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Open
Weekly

Fortnightly
T+5
T+3
T+5

Monthly
T+2
T+1

Monthly
T+3
T+2
T+5
T+6
T+5

Weekly
T+5
T+3
T+4

Fortnightiy
T+5

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No

Limited
Limited

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

Limited
Yes
Yes
No

Limited
Yes

SOURCE: Updated from A Comparative View: The Group of Thirty’s Recommendations and the Current U.S. National Clearance and Settlement System,
(New York City,NY:MorganStanley& Co.,June 1989),

markets.23 Officials of U.S. regulatory agencies are
supportive of the U.S. Committee’s efforts.24

The Group of Thirty is not alone in exploring
many of these issues; other international groups
have attempted to develop consensus on some of the
issues in clearing, settlement, and payment systems.
These organizations include the Federation Interna-
tionale  des Bourses de Valeurs (FIBV),25 the Bank
for International Settlement (BIS),26 the Interna-
tional Society of Securities Administrators (ISSA),27

the European Community (EC),28 and the Interna-
tional Organization of Securities Commissioners

(IOSCO).29 Their activities reflect a growing inter-
national concern for making the world’s markets
more stable and compatible, and for reducing
avoidable risk.

The FIBV Task Force includes representatives
from the Tokyo Stock Exchange, the International
Stock Exchange, the VP (Denmark’s depository
system), the Amsterdam Stock Exchange, the ISCC
in the United States, Euroclear, CEDEL, the Group
of Thirty, SICOVAM, ISSA, and IOSCO. The FIBV
Task Force met in December 1989 to discuss how
countries might proceed, and again in March 1990 to

23Davids.  Ruder,  4cI&M&s on the (MmIp  of Thirty Report on International Clearance and Settlement,” May 15, 1989.

~Commenta by G. Corrig~ President of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and Commissioner Mary Shapiro, SEC, at tie *h 19N meeting
of the U.S. Committee.

~~e  FIBV smdy  “Improving hte~tioti Settkmen~’ June 1989, focused on the settlement of cross-national border trading. This report  endorses
the recommendations of the EEC and Group of Thirty reports and also makes additional recommendations.

~n BIS’S GIOUp  of Experts on payment Systems, Committee on Interbank  Netting Systems is working on a study of multilateral netting schem=
~For infoMutio~  see ISSA Handbook on Clearing and Settlement in the world’s markets, updated regulmly.  An edition covering  28 cowtries and

the Euromarkets  was published in May 1990.
~~e EEC’s  “study  onhnprovements in the settlement of Cross-Border Securities Transactions in the European Community,’ fOCUSd on tie need

for eentmlized depositones.
~Gern~ de -z @em, ~~cl- ~d Setdmen6°  rqo~  to the 14th Annual Conference of IOSCO, Venice, September 1989;  tie adoption of

a resolution in 1986 that promotes investor protection through surveillance and mutual enfomement  assistance; and the establishment of a tecbnical
committee to review rnajorproblems  in international securities transactions and working groups to address specitlc topics, such as offerrings of securities
on an international basis and multiple listings, the problems with existing memoranda of understanding among markets, and international clearing and
settlement. IOSCO  has been studying issues related to capital adequacy for non-bank securities fii and is exploring ideas for risk-based capital
~~U21CY  standards.
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continue its efforts. The FIBV Task Force30 has
agreed to the following steps:

promote the development of links between
national markets;
assist one another by exchanging plans and
procedures for implementation (a Practice which
has already begun);
standardize communications message formats,
terminology, and legal agreements;3l and
assist each other in understanding the ramifica-
tions of their individual decisions on interna-
tional trading.32

The Commission of the EC commissioned a
report 33 with recommendations that to date have not
gained wide support among EC countries. It is
unlikely that the EC will adopt the report’s recom-
mendations soon, but will await the results of other
international efforts. The report’s recommendations
focused on the need for central depositories in
Europe, not on clearinghouses; therefore, many of
the recommendations do not apply to the United
States.

ISSA, whose officers are directors of six major
international banks, produces handbooks on clearing
and settlement in world markets to promote progress
in securities administration. Key issues in clearing
and settlement were identified in an ISSA confer-
ence in 1989.34

Among other efforts to improve elements of the
clearing and settlement process are:

. The Committee on Banking Regulations and
Supervisory Practices of the Bank for Interna-

●

tional Settlements has designated a working
group on traded securities, which is currently
exploring issues including the risk-based capi-
tal standard and explicit treatment of position
risk for banks.
The SEC and U.K. regulators have entered into
a bilateral agreement under which the U.K.
regulators will waive their capital adequacy
requirements with respect to particular U.S.
broker/dealers that have branches in the United
Kingdom, if the SEC provides certain informa-
tion to their U.K. counterparts.35 The SEC is
exploring bilateral agreements on the subject of
sharing information for enforcement purposes
and, through IOSCO, is looking into the
feasibility of multilateral agreements toward
this end.

Although several of these groups have some
members in common, each of the efforts is proceed-
ing independently,36 and there are several points of
agreement among the most prominent groups (table
5-2). These proposals and efforts are a starting point
for improvement, but some of these will require
action by the national governments. 37

The reforms suggested by the Group of Thirty and
other organizations are being taken seriously in the
United States. Several recent reforms have been
made in the U.S. equities markets, many of which
predate the recommendations of the Group of Thirty.
These include:38

. Trade Processing
—The NYSE in 1988, began developing an

on-line trade reconciliation system which

~ormation on the FIBV  Task Force is based on a December 1989, interview with Mary Ann CaUahruq  ISCC, who attended the last Task Fome
meeting.

31A5 in many Other areas where international harmonization or sm~“ tion is in its infancy, there area surprisingly large number of specialized
terms used in different ways for comparable functions by various countries, a situation which hinders cross-national border trading.

3ZAS an e~ple of the latter, the Hong Kong Stock Exchange has already decided to implement a 2-day settlement period. Such a short period ~
pose problems for settlement of cross-national border trades.

ssJorg-Rol~d  Kessler, ‘Study on Improvements in the Settlement of Cross-Border Securities Transactions inthe Euro~~onomic  COIUIXIMtY,’
1989.

MISSA Sppsi- 4‘Glob~ %xrities  Investments: Processing Issues and Solutions, ’ SwitzerlancL my 1989.
Ssundm ~ ag=mm~  tie SEC wi~ now u~+ re@ators if it becomes awme that a pfic~~ broker-d~er’s  fincid or opellitioti CC)Il&tkXl

is impaired, and U.K. regulators will provide reciprocal services.
~~e fact that some of the same people, including regulators, participate in a number of these groups protides a m~ of coordination

internationally,
sTSee, for ex~ple,  GOUP of ~, “u.S. Working  tioup Report on Compressing the Settlement PeriocL” NOV. 22 1989; md B*em Tmst CO.+

op. cit., footnote 1, p. 206.
38For ~ ev~ution  of Progess on fiplemenfig  tie r~mm&tiom of tie president’s worm Group on F~ci~ Mkets rek~ to c1*

and settlemen~ see U.S. Congress, General Accounting Offke, Clearance and Settlement Reform: The Stock, Options, and Futures Markets Are Still
at Risk, GAO/GGD-90-33  (Gaithersburg, MD: April 1990).
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Table 5-2—Recommendations From Major
International Studies

Report

Aspect of operation ISSA EEC G-30 FIBV

Two-sided trade matching . . . . . . . . . —
One-sided trade comparison . . . . . . . —
National central securities

depository a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes
Evaluate securities netting . . . . . . . . . Yesb

Delivery versus payment . . . . . . . . . . Yes
Rolling settlement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes
Same-day funds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yesd

Use of ISO standards for message
formatting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes

Lending for settlement . . . . . . . . . . . . Yesf

Cross-border Central Securities
Depositories should be linked . . . . Yes

Securities should be immobilized in
country of issuer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes

—
—

Yes
Yesc

Yes
Yes
Yese

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

—

—

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
aDepositories for securities are already widely used in the United StateS.
blncluded as part of the risk reduction/resolution recommendation in the

report.
clncluded as part of the risk reduction/resolution recommendation in this

dincluded as  a subset of the dellvery versus payment recommendation of
this report.

elncluded as part of the currency accounting recommendation of this report.
flncluded as part of the risk reduction/resolution recommendation in this
report.

SOURCE: Bankers Trust Co. adapted from Federation International des
Bourses de Valeurs (FIBV) document.

has evolved into its current Overnight Com-
parison System.

—The National Securities Clearing Corp. (NSCC)
implemented earlier input and output time
frames to facilitate trade matching on the day
after the trade (T+l).

—The NSCC is participating as part of the
Group of Thirty, U.S. Working Committee,
in the evaluation of ways to shorten the
timetable for settling equities trades to T+3
(from the current T+5).

—The NASD has implemented a Trade Accep-
tance Reconciliation System (TARS) for
same day or next day automated reconcilia-
tion of unmatched trades and is currently
phasing in its Automated Confirmation Trans-
action (ACT) system for same day compari-
son of all trades not already locked in
through automated execution systems.

● Risk Management

—Information sharing of the financial posi-
tions of participants’ who are active in
multiple markets is being worked on by the
Securities Clearing Group (SCG), which
represents U.S. clearing organizations serv-
ing equity and equity options markets. This
group is working to develop a system for
sharing settlement, margin, and clearing
fired at-risk exposure information about joint
members. 39 An earlier, continuing effort in
the futures industry (the BOTCC’s system)
to share pay-collect information is being
expanded to include options issued by the
Options Clearing Corp. (OCC). (There is still
some concern by the OCC about the confidenti-
ality and perishability of data, and uninten-
tional competitive advantage.) In the United
States, the trend is toward interfacing exist-
ing centralized risk information systems for
derivative markets with the emerging cen-
tralized risk information system for equities
markets.

—The NSCC has proposed to the SEC changes
in its criteria for assessing risk-based contribu-
tions to guarantee funds from clearinghouse
members, and to make earlier calls for
additional contributions. Due to a recent
change, now only 70 percent of an NSCC
clearing member’s collateral may be in the
form of letters of credit. In addition, the
NSCC’s Board of Directors has approved,
and NSCC has obtained, a bank line of credit
of $200 million.40

—The SEC proposed an increase in capital
adequacy requirements of full-service broker/
dealers from the present $100,000 to $250,000
to be phased-in by January 1994.41

—The OCC initiated an intra-day margin call
procedure directly to the clearing member’s
clearing bank, in contrast with the earlier
procedure of contacting the member and
allowing 1 hour for payment.

—The OCC has increased the initial net capital
requirement upon application for clearing
member status from $150,000 to $1 million.

4oData from Robert Woldow, Executive Vice President and General Counse~ NSCC, March 1990.
41 SEC Rel~e No. 3~2724g, “MpOsed  Rukmakhg  on Broker-Dealer Net Capital Requirements,” S28-89, Sept.  15, 1989.
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UNRESOLVED PROBLEMS
In futures markets differences exist both domesti-

cally and internationally. There is some commonal-
ity, however, for financial safeguards in U.S. domes-
tic futures markets. These safeguards include: origi-
nal margins for clearing members based on trades
carried for their customers and their proprietary
accounts; daily and intra-day marking-to-market and
calling of variation margins; initial and maintenance
margins for customers; clearinghouses serving as
guarantors of trades; posting deposits by clearing
members, which are callable by the clearinghouse;
systems for monitoring the risk positions of both
clearing members and customers; and large trader
reporting.

Clearinghouses have tended to structure them-
selves as fortresses, able to contain significant
damage to their systems from internal causes with a
hierarchy of safeguards or “firebreaks.” Assump-
tions underlying the adequacy of firebreaks are
increasingly less valid because of the growing
linkages between futures, equities, and options
markets; these linkages have become international.42

Exogenous forces could prove overwhelming,
e.g., either a general crisis in the financial markets,
or a failure of one or more large banks or broker/
dealers for reasons unrelated to the financial markets
themselves. In such a case the ability of a clearing-
house to assess its members, after it exhausted all of
its margin and guarantee funds, would be ineffec-
tive.43

Some key questions for market regulators are:

. whether the financial standards at individual
markets and clearinghouses within their juris-

dictions are satisfactory;
what improvements are needed, in cooperation
with other regulators, to strengthen the contri-
bution of their markets toward improving the
overall financial integrity of the national finan-
cial system; and
what improvements are needed, in cooperation
with authorities in other countries, to strengthen
the financial integrity of futures, options, and
equities markets internationally, and to contrib-
ute to an overall strengthening of the interna-
tional financial system.

There is also the question of how to supervise
groups that invest in a variety of financial instru-
ments and markets internationally. Current systems
are not able to achieve this, although they make
some efforts to provide a picture of the overall
financial risk of such participants.

Concerns about whether or not futures margins
levels in the United States are set appropriately have
been addressed by the President’s Working Group
on Financial Markets, which concluded that they are
set in a prudential manner and recommended no
changes in margin-setting systems.44 45 Neverthe-
less, Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Green-
span noted his concern that futures margins that are
set too low tend to be raised during periods of market
turmoil, reducing liquidity when it is most needed.%

Shortening the interval between trade execution
and the collection of margins could be a benefit, by
reducing the exposure of clearing members before
the clearinghouse’s payment guarantee is effected,
and the exposure of the clearinghouse in the interval
between the provision of the guarantee and collec-
tion of margin payment.

42~c~el H+tt,  s~Or Adv&r, F~ce ~d ~dus~ Departmen$  B@ of ~l~d, “F~ci~ ~tegrity of Futures Markets,” pleSented at the
Futures and Options Market Regulators Symposium in Burgenstoc~ Switzerland, September 1989.

A3Rog~  Rum, ~ef ~ative offl~er, BOT’CC, be~eves tit in a g~~~ f=~ ~ket ~sis sce~o, here cotid & a complete WOnOdC
collapse, ortheFRB, aslenderof  Iastresort and provider of liquidity to the financial syst~ will act to stabilize market conditions. In the second scenario,
the FRB  would probably rescue a large bank and the government might have no choice but to do the same for a large non-bank brokerdealer.  Expert
paper contributed to OTA contractor study by Bankers Trust Co, op. cit., footnote 1.

Although the recent experience in the liquidation of Drexel,  B- Lambert  casts doubt on the concept of afmbeing  too large for thegovexnrnent
to allow to fr@ and provides credibility to some alternative criteria for a government rescue actio~ such as the broader impact of such a failure.

~~terim Report of the President’s Work@ Group on FiIEUE id A&rkets,  May 1988, p. 5: “.. current minimum margin requirements provide an
adequate level of protection to the fmcial system. . .“ More recently, however, the Administration appears to have taken a different view, namely,
tbatfhturesmargins areset too low, and that a single Federal agency should have day-to-day oversight “toharmonizemargins  between futures and stocks
to protect the public.” Testimony of Robert R. Glauber,  UnderSecretary of the Treasury for P“mance, before the Senate Committee on Agriculture,
Nutritio~,and Fores~, May 8, 1990.

*There is* the view that bightZ illitiill _ with less frequent reviews might be safer than today’s lower margins and more fkequent  reviews.
Hewitt, op. cit., footnote 41.

46~ testimony of Alan Greensp~  ~Federal Reserve Board, before the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban AHairs, Mar.
29, 1990. He said: “I was shocked” about the margin setting behavior in the futures markets in October 1989.
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There are advantages for firms that are members
of several exchanges in having their positions at
each exchange confirmed, registered, and guaran-
teed at the same time. Simultaneous transfers of
funds could be made by their settlement banks in
payment of margins. The advantages would be far
greater (but achievement more difficult), ,if settle-
ments were synchronized between financial futures
and options markets. The synchronization of settle-
ment timetables across time zones is theoretically
possible once settlement periods of less than a full
day are achieved.

Is a member-owned clearinghouse that is backed
by the assets of its owners safer than an independent
clearinghouse, such as London’s International Com-
modities Clearing House, that is owned and backed
by strongly financed shareholders, i.e., banks? This
depends on whether the guarantee is more robust if
backed by a special reserve fund, the assets of its
member-owners, external credit lines, guarantees or
insurance arrangements, or by a combination of
these.47 This also depends on the liquidity of the
assets involved.

Large risk exposures to single customers have
been a source of financial problems in futures
markets in some countries (but not in the United
States). In the United States, the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission (CFTC) has had a large-trader
reporting process since before the October 1987
market break. Similar information-sharing proce-
dures are needed to monitor exposure in interna-
tional futures markets.

POLICY ISSUES
Six areas of major concerns need to be addressed:

● risks associated with default;
. risks associated with the payment process;
. information sharing;

. technology;

. standardization and harmonization;
● shortening the time to settlement and providing

same-day funds.

Risks Associated With Default

Investors need to be made aware of the differences
in the amount of protection provided by various
foreign markets. For example, there are no interna-
tional standards for guarantees (by clearing organi-
zations, banks, and others)--either for the protection
of investors or to prevent the collapse of financial
institutions.

In the United States, the Securities Investor
Protection Corp. (SIPC)48 provides a level of protec-
tion to market users in equities, bonds, and equity-
related options markets. The protections afforded by
exchanges and clearinghouses in futures markets to
market users vary and are extended mainly to
clearing members of the exchange’s  clearinghouse.49

Insurance can never completely cover all losses.
Some failures in securities markets are resolved in
the United States through bankruptcy proceedings
under the Federal Bankruptcy Code. The Bank-
ruptcy Code relies largely on State laws to determine
rights to property. These may include State commer-
cial law that often relies on the Uniform Commercial
Code (UCC).50 The UCC is being reexamined to
reflect the realities of today’s marketplace, espe-
cially where it applies to third-parties holding
securities. Laws dealing with bank liquidation also
need to be updated and made more consistent with
other bankruptcy laws.51 In nonregulated markets,
such as foreign exchange, there is little investor
protection.

The SIPC in the United States, the Canadian
National Contingency Fund, or the United King-
dom’s Securities Investment Board contingency
fund are possible models for international markets

gT~ the United  Stites, ~~r  the 1987 crash the size of guarantee funds was increased and greater cash deposits were rtX@Xi in place of tink  letters
of credit, and the size of letters of credit outstanding with futures clearinghouses ffom any single bank was limited.

4SSIPC  insmes an investor’s acco~ts Up to $xI0,000 for securities and cash against certain types of loss, e.g., the default of a broker. ‘l’’his includ~
a maximum of $100,000 in cash per account. Securities Investor Protection Act, 1970.

g~t Shouldh noted that customers’ losses stemming from Futures Coremission Merchants’ insolvencies have been rare. Insolvency losses horn 1938
to 1985 amounted to less than $lOmillion. Nationzd Futures Association study CwtowrkcountProrection,  Nov. 20, 1986, p. 13. The basic protection
is the statutory requirement that 100 percent of customer funds be segregated. Commodities Exchange Act, sec. 4d(2). Also, customers have first priority
in commodity brokers insolvencies under the Federal Bankruptcy Code and CFTC bankruptcy regulations.

50’l”he UCC  is accepted on a State-by-State basis and amendments to it would still leave open the possibility of non-uniform treatment by the various
States. The American Bar Association has a current project that is seeking improvements to this area.

51~ ~fia ties, Cmtomem were inched t. keep ~ss=sion of their s~~ties ~rtificat~.  Mom r~ntiy, my buyers of securities tend to kive
their certMcates on deposit with third-parties, e.g., banks, brokers, depositories.
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which do not now have any protection for investors.
Canada uses private insurance, while the United
States and the United Kingdom use government
guarantees. These are topics that warrant the atten-
tion of governments and the private sector.

Risks Associated With the Payment Process

There have been recent innovations in the way
payments are made for transactions. Increased vol-
ume of trading has heightened the stress on pay-
ments systems. Issues that have arisen concerning
payment risk include: delayed or inadequate bank
credit, timetables for finality of settlement, and
netting procedures. Problems may arise with 24-
hour trading systems, for example, margin calls
when banks are closed.

Bank officials need to be more familiar with the
processes and risks of clearing and settlement to
make better and more expedient credit decisions,
particularly in times of severe market volatility. At
such times, the lack of adequate information on
which to base credit decisions may force some banks
to restrict credit earlier than necessary.52 This could
exacerbate a downward market spiral. Knowledge
about the riskiness of various financial instruments
and trading techniques are important for lenders.
Educational efforts of this kind are receiving some
attention by the private sector, but more is probably
needed.

The timetable for finality of settlement is a
problem. Some payment systems, such as the FRB’s
FedWire, offer immediate finality of settlement;
other payment systems offer “end of the day”
finality of settlement,53 and others are on later
timetables. 54 The shorter the time to finality of

payment, the less is the clearinghouse risk. Time-
tables for finality of payment of settlement vary
within the United States and internationally.55 The
private sector and the regulators must harmonize
disparate systems, at a minimum to provide same-
day finality of payment.

Netting of payments reduces the stress on pay-
ment systems by requiring market participants to
pay (and receive) only the difference between the
amounts each owes and is owed by others. This
increases liquidity for market participants and re-
duces the risk that a market participant will default
on either payment or delivery of securities. There is
consensus among experts that legally binding net-
ting should be expanded, for payments and for
securities delivery obligations. This issue must be
addressed internationally by the private sector and
regulatory authorities.

Information Sharing

In most kinds of financial transactions, a lender
(e.g., a bank) will have access to information about
the past creditworthiness and the current financial
risks of a potential borrower. However, there is no
central source of risk information for financial
markets participants in spite of the large amounts of
money often involved. Some organizations in the
clearing and settlement industry have arrangements
among themselves for sharing risk information
about market participants either formally or infor-
mally. Such arrangements are limited in scope, and
creditors are at a disadvantage because increasingly
market participants trade on more than one ex-
change, in more than one market, and in the markets
of more than one country.56 57

sz~e Clearing Orgtitiom and Banking Roundtable  is addressing methods to assure that clearing mernbcm have adequate credit dtig ties of
market turmoil. Them are currently concerns for the privacy and contldentiality  of clearing members tbat hinder the attractiveness of the concept of a
single center for complete information on all members’ positions in all markets. This organization was started by the CME  and BOTCC to begin a dialog
among futures and equity-related clearing organizations, their Federal regulators, and clearing banks.

ss~e~~fii~of settl~entis avai~bleonly in the United States (through FedWire)  andin Switzerland. The CHIPS system in theunittd  Smta,
the CHAPS system in the United Kingdom and the SAGI’ITAIRE  system in France are examples of payment systems which offer end-of-day finality
of settlement.

~s~ B~ms Trust repo~ op. cit., footnote 1, vol. 1, p. 149.
SsResWndmts  t. a smey  conducted by B~~s Trust Co. iden~~ the use of “~~&y ~ds” ~d ‘ ‘using el~troflic fids Emfa inst~d Of

checks” as the major improvements that they would like to see in the way that payment systems work in clearing and settlement. In answer to another
quesfionon what changes or improvements respondents would like to see in the clearing and/or settlement process, the two most frequent responses were
“standardization of settlement times internationally” and “centralized depositories in other countries. ”

56About  39 ~rcat of tie North ~eric~ respondents to tie s~~ conduct~ by B~ers Tmst stat~ tit they trade in markets k mOl_e  dWl One
country. Bankers Trust study, op. cit., footnote 1, vol. 1, p. 235.

57while u-se cl~@ouses oWrate ~ sfigle ~kets, 20 ~rcmt  of their me~r ~ tie in mo~ tin one market. General ACCOllI@ offiCe,
op. cit., footnote 37, p. 4.
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There is a general consensus that risk information
should be shared,58 but there is fear that risk
information might give an advantage to potential
competitors. Increased automation could facilitate
information sharing. This could lead to the develop-
ment of a common format for reporting and distrib-
uting risk information, and standards for the timely
delivery of risk information. Standards also are
needed for evaluation of different risks in different
markets: for example, a given dollar amount of
financial obligations in one market may not equal
the risk of a like financial obligation in another
market.

Bilateral links for sharing information have been
developing among clearinghouses, depositories, and
regulators in various countries; these have set the
stage for more global sharing of risk information.
However, there are often legal restrictions on the
flow of information across national borders.59 It is an
issue that requires government and private sector
attention if it is to be resolved satisfactorily.

Inadequate Technology60

Technology may or may not have a significant
impact on clearing and settlement at low trading
volume; but during high volume, technology is often
a key to efficient clearing and settlement. Most of the
U.S. clearing and settlement system is technologi-
cally advanced, although there are some areas
needing improvement. However, the clearing and
settlement industry worldwide (including many
brokerage firms and banks) are operating at an
inadequate level of technology to meet the increas-
ing demands of the markets.

Cultural, legal, regulatory and economic factors
sometimes work as barriers to increasing the level of
automation. For example, some countries prohibit

the transfer of equity ownership through electronic
book entries. Others restrict the importation of
automation and communication equipment and re-
quire domestic sources. These are areas where it will
be necessary for governments as well as the private
sector to make decisions about appropriate actions.

While clearinghouses have made significant
strides in upgrading technological levels, the bene-
fits of these upgrades can be diluted if all clearing
members are not sufficiently advanced technologi-
cally to respond to new requirements of the clearing-
house for which the technology was intended. In
some cases, the weakest technological link may
limit the responsiveness of the system during
operational stress, particularly under high-volume
conditions. These are areas where, inmost countries,
the private sector will have to take the initiative to
bring about needed changes.

Standardization and Harmonization

Uniform codes of operation, or standards, for both
the process61 and the infrastructure62 of clearing and
settlement would make it easier to link the world’s
clearinghouses and depositories. There is strong
motivation by regulators, the Self-Regulatory Or-
ganizations (SROs), and the private sector, for
standardization to meet the demands resulting from
globalization of world markets. But progress in this
area is likely to be slow because of the complexity
of effecting change. The United States (with respect
to equities and options markets) and a few other
countries have standardized their domestic systems
both in the process and the infrastructure, although
there are notable differences among them.

Operating hours and daily schedules for banks and
financial markets are not uniform, either domesti-
cally nor internationally. Banks, including the cen-

5S~e  B~rs Trust -~y  of fit~tio~ cleouses ~d exc~ges  r~ived 18 out of 20 respo~s favo~ the shar@ of risk pOSitiOn
information “as useful or absolutely essential” among clearing and settlement organizations for the purpose of reducing clearing members’ exposure
rislm Bankers Trust study, op. cit., footnote 1, vol. 1, p. 231.

5!)As ~-lw, Bel@~  ~d swi~~d ~ve  s~ct privacy ~~s which ~trict the m of a client’s ~o~tio~ Such as trade details, witb third
parties. IBu “Study of Clearance and Settlement for the U.S. Congress-OT&”  Aug. 1, 1989, pp. 7, 39. This report is incorporated in the O’E4
contractor report, Bankers Trust Co., op. cit, footnote 1.

@This section is based on “IBM Study of Clearance and Settlement for the U.S. Congress-01%’ Aug. 1, 1989, Ibid. The IBM study is based’on
opinions of participating experts from the world’s major exchanges and clearing organizations.

Gltt~Wess$* ~fm t. owmtio~  ~tiom filu~ ~de ~tc~, the number of days to clear a tmde, number of days to setfle a ~de~ ‘e ‘e
of a depository for holding equities and keeping records of ownership, the use of a recognized numbering system for identifying financial instruments,
fo~ta for data ~missio~ and the method of payment.

Gzt{-ticwe,t ~fem t. ~ of ~ ~ny nonor~o~  f-es n=- to -e ~ cl- ~d ~~eme~  proc~s work b a COllsiStent d
stable manner. These include the method of regulatio% mechanisms to protect the clearinghouse against the financial failure of a clearing member, a
reserve of funda to protect customers of a failing broker or futures commission mercmt, banlmptcy laws to adjudicate the disposition of customer assets
if a broker fails, credit processes at banks, clearinghouse trade guarantees, capital adequacy guidelines, and bilateral tax treaties among nations.
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tral bank, maybe closed even if financial markets are
open.63 This disparity becomes increasingly impor-
tant as market participants invest in more than one
country. The FRB, SEC, CFTC, and the Treasury
Department must first face this issue in the United
States.

Many investors in the world’s equity markets deal
with global custodians for clearing and settlement.64

Therefore, no matter how significant the improve-
ments in the clearing and settlement process, the
gains in efficiency can be diluted unless parallel
improvements are made by global custodians.65

Currently, there are no standards that define a global
custodian, 66 yet these are important to achieving
smooth-working global markets. This needs to be
addressed at the international level by both private
sector and government regulators.

Markets around the world compete to be agents
for capital transfer, and have made innovations to
improve their competitive positions. Before and
after the October 1987 crash, the private and public
sector have taken steps to reduce systemic market
risks. These risk-reduction efforts include increased
co-operation among the world’s regulatory bodies.
But efforts to improve clearing and settlement
systems-domestically and particularly in some
foreign countries-likely will fall short unless
change occurs in: 1) process, and 2) the infrastruc-
ture. Many gaps in the infrastructure (methods of
regulation, taxation, customer protection) exist, but
have not yet received adequate attention.

Effective reforms in clearing and settlement will
have to be undertaken on an international scale. The
private and public sectors in the United States can
act as leaders in the evolution of improvements in
the domestic clearing and settlement industry, but
they face serious constraints in achieving worldwide
improvements unless their efforts coincide with
those of other countries. Both private sector and
government actions are required.

Shortening the Time to Settlement and
Providing Same-Day Funds

The need for standardization, or harmonization, of
clearing and settlement is manifest by the various
international standards-setting efforts already under-
way.67 One example of the need for standardization
is shown by the differences among countries in the
number of days to settle a trade for different financial
instruments. This is a case in which the private sector
likely will require the support of national govern-
ments to establish minimum standards for harmoniz-
ing international clearing and settlement. The United
States, for example, must shorten the settlement
period for equities. This most likely would require
immobilization of securities in a depository, and the
public would also benefit from a change to same-day
funds.68

The elimination of physical delivery of certifi-
cates is the key to automating the clearance and
settlement systems. This has been achieved legisla-
tively in France, where certificates are dematerial-
ized (i.e., paper certificates are eliminated and
computer-based records are substituted), and in
Germany, Switzerland, Euroclear, and CEDEL (the
international clearing and settlement firm) by using
nominee custodians to centrally transfer ownership
by book-entry. The United Kingdom has established
a depository nominee (SEPON) for the book-entry
transfer of ownership between market-makers. The
system will be extended to other exchange members
and some institutional investors,’ and the United
Kingdom has plans to implement a book-entry
transfer approach for all transactions. Japan and
Hong Kong have enacted legislation that requires
automated book-entry clearance and settlement sys-
tems.

The U.S. Working Committee of the Group of
Thirty concluded that the greatest deterrent to
achieving shorter settlement at the retail level, or the
‘‘customer-side, ‘‘ is the physical delivery of certifi-

63~~ isme, fm ~ u~~ s~te~, _ fi~ ~ ~ Feb. 8, 1~ meting of the B- ~d CIXOUW Round@ble,  wherc members _ to
hold further discussions. The problem is far more complicated internationally and far from being resolved.
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% International Society of Securities Administrators may begin to develop standards for global custodians in 1990.
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should theU.S. Congress address, if any... ? The three most ffequent  responses forattentionby  Congress were: support stmhdmtioneffurta for global
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cates (which some retail investors insist on) and
reliance on the postal system to accomplish this.@

The retail customer must pay his broker on or before
the settlement date. Each side requires the delivery
to the broker of either “good funds” or certificates
in a timely fashion. There is no easy way to
accomplish these “deliveries” today, without sub-
stantial changes for the retail investor or added
expense for investors who wish to hold a certificate.

The Group of Thirty’s recommendation for a
change from next-day funds to same-day funds
(SDF) for the settlement of securities transactions
has no deadline for implementation, but some expect
it to be in place in the United States during the
1990s.70 The adoption of SDF should contribute to
risk reduction and would add uniformity and sim-
plicity across all instruments and markets.

However, the U.S. Working Committee, while
recommending the eventual adoption of same-day
funds for the United States, recognizes the need for
assessing a number of complex issues associated
with its adoption. There are substantive technical
issues and the requirement for significant behavioral
changes that warrant study before the changeover.
Today’s automated payment systems, for example,
are considered to be not yet sufficiently developed or
‘‘user-tiendly’ to be viable alternatives to the
postal system.

A second issue is that although most major futures
clearing corporations in the United States settle in
same-day funds, there are important exceptions, e.g.,
NSCC and the six regional equities clearing corpora-
tions and depositories. Further work is needed to
examine how these systems would have to be altered
to accommodate an SDF environment.71

A third issue concerns implementing guidelines
issued by the Federal Reserve System to mitigate
systemic risk that could be caused by a failure of a

private payment system (i.e., a clearing agency)
participant to settle its obligations.72 The guidelines
are seen as difficult to apply within NSCC and DTC
for the clearing of corporate securities and municipal
bonds, and therefore will require additional study .73

Ongoing efforts by the U.S. private sector have
been laudable. Yet, some of the issues raised by
shortening the time to settlement and same-day
funds, among others, will require continued assis-
tance from regulatory bodies and, in some cases, the
U.S. Congress, since they are not within the ability of
the private sector to resolve.

IS AN INTERNATIONAL
REGULATORY BODY NEEDED?
Although the private sector is already dealing

with many issues, government assistance is likely to
be needed, for example, to effect changes in laws,
such as those needed for the immobilization of
securities certificates.74 The several private sector
studies do not fully address  all financial instruments,
e.g., derivative products, that must also be addressed
to accommodate the linked markets of today, nor do
these studies address all of the process and infra-
structure areas that must be examined. The private
sector alone cannot implement the recommended
changes fully since consensus will be required
among market participants, regulators, and national
governments.75

Some of the organizations’ efforts aimed at
harmonization have been peripheral to their primary
missions, or one-time activities. The efforts of U.S.
regulatory agencies, that seek incremental improve-
ments through bilateral agreements, although sus-
tained, are slow. Pressures for harmonization are
growing, and piecemeal efforts to address these
global needs may be inadequate. In other fields of
international interaction, such as telecommunica-
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both in the United States and in other countries. Yet there are indications that important issues, such as the dematerkdization  of securities certificates,
may be difilcult to change in the United States in the near term. Some Americans also fear that the recommended reforms, if adopted internationally,
could make other markets more competitive with U.S. markets, weakening our competitive advantage. In spite of such concerns, the Group of Thirty
is making considerable progress, as of late 1989, according to Oerard Lynch Managing Director, Morgan Stanley, who has played a leading role in
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tions and air and sea transportation, international
decisionmaking and standardization, or harmoniza-
tion, have long been recognized as essential. Interna-
tional consensus and standardization are critical to
making global trading practices uniformly accepta-
ble. This suggests to some people a need for an
international body to facilitate the process.

Others argue against such action, because other
countries may resent the United States trying to
change their markets, and fear that this resentment
would generate resistance to U.S. proposals. Nations
have different objectives for clearing and settlement
and contrasting views on the best approaches to
accomplishing them; some view the protection of
investors as paramount (as a number of countries,
including the United States, have historically done),
while other nations have as their primary objective
greater market share. Some people suggest that the
United States might be disadvantaged if it were to
focus too narrowly on issues such as safety and
soundness while other countries focus on gaining
market share.

Perhaps one of the greatest problems in achieving
a safer global clearing, settlement, and payment
system is parochialism.76

The alternative to developing or adapting an
international standing body to focus on major issues
is continued reliance on informal or bilateral agree-
ments—the present approach. These approaches
warrant close examination by the U.S. Congress.

At any rate, since the financial markets are private
markets which involve the public interest, the role of
the Federal Government will have to be played out
in concert with suitable private-sector institutions to
achieve public policy goals. Many issues need
international attention, including:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

legal issues in cross-border trading,

information sharing across markets and across
national borders,

the minimum level of technology to be used by
various participants with regard to clearing and
settlement,

international regulation of markets,

the critical interface between international mar-
kets and banks,

means of protecting clearinghouses from exter-
nally caused major disruptions,

minimum financial standards for clearinghouses
(i.e., capital and guarantees),

standards for global custodians, and

surveillance and enforcement.

The ability of the United States to unilaterally
develop new standards and procedures for interna-
tional clearing and settlement is limited. As the need
to develop a broad consensus on these issues in
international forums increases, U.S. regulators must
become more knowledgeable about other countries’
regulations, practices, customs, and laws, and more
proactive in seeking accommodations. Federal regu-
lators will need a shared, consistent view of the
minimum standards for clearing, settlement, and
payment systems on an international basis.

This subject is discussed in a forthcoming OTA
report, Electronic Bulls and Bears; Securities Mar-
kets and Information Technology, along with com-
plications associated with U.S. regulatory responsi-
bilities divided among the Securities and Exchange
Commission, the Commodity Futures Trading Com-
mission, the Treasury Department, and the Federal
Reserve System.

76A oneob~~erputit:  “ . . that unckrthe guise of safeguarding the system and making it more effective and efllcient, the evolution of theregulatmy
system internationally will continue to be distorted in order to advance narrow nationalistic and protectionist puxposes.  ‘lb the extent tbat this occurs,
less progress will be made in advancing the primary objectives of regulatio~safety  and soundness, competitio~ integrity and consistency. In additio~
theinternational  system will fallshortofitspotentialto facilitate economic growthanddevelopment.>’ @anti.,.Reuba~Deputy “C2@rman  of the Bank
of Monlreal, “Implications of Globalization for Regulation and Safety,” a talk at the November 1989, Financial Globalization Confenmce in Chicago.


